Philosophy & Religion

Overview
Academics & Admissions
Programs
Minors
Courses
Faculty

Courses
- Phil 101: Introduction to Philosophy
- Phil 102: Introduction to Professional Ethics
- Phil 103: Logic: Critical Thinking
- Phil 201: Ultimate Questions
- Phil 209: Asian Philosophy
- Phil 301: History of Philosophy I
- Phil 302: History of Philosophy II
- Phil 307: Medieval Philosophy
- Phil 308: Buddhism
- Phil 310: Socrates & Sophistry
- Phil 311: Plato
- Phil 313: Aristotle
- Phil 314: Kant and the Problems of Philosophy
- Phil 318: Existentialism
- Phil 319: Symbolic Logic
- Phil 320: Aesthetics
- Phil 321: Ethical Theory
- Phil 322: Epistemology
- Phil 323: Metaphysics
- Phil 324: History of Analytic Philosophy
- Phil 325: Theories of Truth
- Phil 326: Bioethics
- Phil 328: Biomedical Ethics
- Phil 330: History of Western Political Philosophy
- Phil 331: Political Philosophy
- Phil 332: Personal Identity and the Self
- Phil 333: Philosophy of Language
- Phil 334: Biology of the Mind
- Phil 344: Moral Psychology
- Phil 345: Environmental Ethics
- Phil 346: Contemporary Moral Issues
- Phil 347: Ethical Policy Debate
- Phil 350: Philosophy of Law
- Phil 351: Philosophy of Religion
- Phil 355: Philosophy of Film
- Phil 357: Business Ethics
- Phil 360: Philosophical Issues in Science/Religion
- Phil 370: Philosophy of Leadership
- Phil 371: Public Policy and Ethics
- Phil 390: Feminist Philosophy
- Phil 395: Topics in Philosophy
- Phil 399: Topics in Philosophy Abroad
- Phil 401: Seminar in History of Ancient Philosophy
- Phil 402: Seminar in History of Modern Philosophy
- Phil 421: Seminar in Ethical Philosophy
- Phil 422: Seminar in Epistemology/Metaphysics
- Phil 431: Seminar in Legal/Political Philosophy
- Phil 432: Seminar in Philosophy of Mind/Language
- Phil 460: Seminar: Philosophy of Science/Religion
- Phil 490: Directed Readings in Philosophy
- Phil 491: Honors Thesis
- Phil 499: Philosophy Assessment Exam
- Phil 601: Studies in Ancient Philosophy
- Phil 607: Major Western Philosophers
- Phil 609: Studies in Existential Philosophy
- Phil 611: Problems of Metaphysics
- Phil 613: Problems in the Philosophy of Religion
- Phil 614: Kant
- Phil 617: Problems of Epistemology
- Phil 619: Value Theory
- Phil 620: Problems of Aesthetics
- Phil 621: Problems in Ethics
- Phil 622: Studies in Early Modern Philosophy
- Phil 624: Problems in Philosophical Analysis
- Phil 625: Major Figures of Analytic Philosophy
- Phil 628: Problems in Biomedical Ethics
- Phil 631: Problems in Political Philosophy
- Phil 632: Problems of Personal Identity
- Phil 633: Philosophy of Language
- Phil 642: Problems in the Philosophy of Mind
- Phil 644: Studies in Moral Psychology
- Phil 645: Problems in Environmental Ethics
- Phil 650: Problems of Philosophy of Law
- Phil 655: Advanced Symbolic Logic
- Phil 660: Problems of Science and Religion
- Phil 665: Philosophy of Science
- Phil 690: Seminar
- Phil 691: Research
- Phil 692: Special Topics in Ethics
- Phil 693: Special Topics in Metaphysics
- Phil 694: Special Topics in History of Philosophy
- Phil 697: Thesis
- Rel 101: Introduction to Religion
- Rel 102: Introduction to Asian Religions
- Rel 103: Intro to Judaism, Christianity and Islam
- Rel 110: Biblical Hebrew I
- Rel 111: Biblical Hebrew II
- Rel 300: Comparative World Religions
- Rel 308: Buddhism
- Rel 310: Hebrew Bible/Old Testament
- Rel 311: Women and the Goddess in Asian Religions
- Rel 312: The New Testament & Early Christianity
- Rel 320: Hinduism
- Rel 323: Islam
- Rel 325: Chinese Religions: Confucianism & Daoism
- Rel 326: Saints and Sexuality
- Rel 327: Sacred Texts in Islam
- Rel 330: Racism and Religion
- Rel 345: Religion & Politics
- Rel 350: Judaism
- Rel 351: Philosophy of Religion
- Rel 353: Sacred Texts in East Asian Religions
- Rel 358: Religious Implications of the Holocaust
- Rel 360: Philosophical Issues: Science & Religion
- Rel 363: Religious Perspectives on Aging & Death
- Rel 366: Sex, Gender, and the Bible
• Rel 368: Feminism, Women, and Religion
• Rel 370: Topics in Biblical Studies
• Rel 372: Rise of Christianity
• Rel 375: Christianity in America
• Rel 376: End Times: Apocalypticism in America
• Rel 378: Global Christianity
• Rel 379: Christianity in Africa
• Rel 380: Community-Based Internship
• Rel 386: Religion and Film
• Rel 387: Religious Ethics: Issues and Methods
• Rel 388: Religion and Medical Ethics
• Rel 389: Religious Responses to Poverty
• Rel 390: Topics in Religion and the Environment
• Rel 395: Topics in Religious Studies
• Rel 399: Topics in Religion Abroad
• Rel 490: Directed Readings in Religion
• Rel 491: Honors Thesis
• Rel 497: Advanced Seminar in Religious Studies
• Rel 601: Topics in Religious Studies